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Reputation
Management
Platform
Attract & Share Positive
Reviews, Communicate with
your Customers & Improve
Search Engine Rankings



Why
Reviews
Matter
In the era of social
networks and digital
marketing, customers’
voices have become
increasingly authoritative.

97% of consumers report that the
customer reviews they read influence their
purchasing decisions.

Decisions

84% of people trust online reviews as
much as they trust recommendations from
friends.

Trust

94% of consumers refuse to patronize a
business because of negative reviews.
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Build your reputation on autopilot with our
integrated review campaigns.

Attract Positive Reviews

Discourage negative reviews by providing
a negative feedback request form.

Filter Negative Reviews

Respond to your customers and share your
reviews to other platforms.

Engage with Customers

HawksNest™
Solutions

We help your Tow Business
grow. Period.





Tow Jobs completed will automatically
trigger a text-based review request
campaign that will nurture your
customer to taking an action. 

SMS Review
Request
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Select your positive review threshold. If a customer
selects below a certain amount of stars, they are
showed a feedback form that your team receives
internally. If they meet your threshold, the customer is
shown links to your review sites to leave publicly.

Encourage the
Positive, Discourage
the Negative
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Manage all of your reviews from one convenient
dashboard. Engage with your audience by
responding to customer reviews, and sharing them to
other platforms like Facebook.

Respond to & Share
Reviews
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Quantity, Quality & Consistency of review
gathering will help boost your rankings in
Google quickly. In addition, having a more
positive review profile than your competitors
significantly improves your conversion rate.

Boost Search
Engine Rankings,
Increase
Conversions









Display Reviews on Website



Pricing

MONTHMONTH
$197/

No Contracts • Cancel Anytime

PER ADDITIONAL LOCATIONPER ADDITIONAL LOCATION
PLUS $97/MO



Contact Us
Call or Text: (470) 594-6160

success@wegrowshops.com

www.wegrowshops.com
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